47% of Ugandan households depend on agriculture to survive
In urban areas, people depend equally on crop farming and casual labour for their income

Thursday 16 July 2020, Kampala: All across Uganda, people depend on a number of different sources of income to survive. In urban areas, 1 out of 4 citizens (25%) rely on casual labour as their main source of income, the same share as rely on growing and selling crops. These are the two most common sources of income in urban areas.

In rural households however, growing and selling crops is the main source of income for almost half of households. At the same time 1 out of 5 (22%) depend on casual labour for income, similar to urban areas.

These findings were released by the Food Rights Alliance and Twaweza in a factsheet entitled Livelihoods under COVID-19: #1 Agricultural Practices. The factsheet is the second in a three part series of impact assessments based on data from Sauti za Wananchi, Africa’s first nationally representative high-frequency mobile phone survey. The findings are based on data collected from 1,600 respondents across Uganda in May and June 2020.

One of the bigger differences between rural and urban households is the reliance on formal employment or a salaried job: twice as many urban Ugandans (13%) rely on this as rural Ugandans (7%). However rural households (16%) are more likely than urban households (9%) to generate income from animals and animal products.

Although urban households are more likely to be engaged in different types of businesses, the differences between rural and urban areas is not very large: 14% of rural households and 17% of urban households rely on retail or manufacturing businesses while 13% of rural households and 18% of urban homes rely on non-agricultural services businesses.

Interestingly, 1 out of 10 urban households (8%) depend on remittances compared to 1 out of 20 (6%) rural homes.

Looking at agricultural activities more generally, half of rural Ugandan households (54%) grow food crops compared to 1 out of 3 urban households (32%). Livestock rearing is also more common among rural homes (20%) than urban ones (12%), as are commercial crops (15% in rural areas, 9% in urban areas). But poultry rearing is similar across both groups (14% of rural households compare to 12% of urban homes).

In terms of what crops people grow, four crops are cultivated by more than 10% of people: maize (31%), beans (28%), cassava (16%), groundnuts (12%). Despite this distribution of crops grown, maize dominates in terms of acres with on average 15 acres dedicated to maize cultivation compared to one acre or less for all of the other individual crops.

But this planting season seems to have generated some challenges: 4 out of 10 farming households (38%) planted less compared to the last season. A further 4 out of 10 (38%) planted the same as the previous season and 2 out of 10 households (24%) planted more.
Among households that do grow crops, 2 out of 3 grow enough to store crops after the harvest. For most of them, this lasts until the next harvest, but for a significant minority the crop do not last until the next harvest. Among those who grow but do not store crops, almost half say it is because they consume everything they harvest.

In regards to livestock, goats are the most commonly reared animal (7% of households herd goats). However 1 out of 10 citizens (10%) rear different types of chickens. People also tend to own, on average, more chickens than other types of livestock. Households own, on average, 6 indigenous chickens, 4 broiler chickens and 4 layers, and 3 goats.

Marie Nanyanzi of Sauti za Wananchi at Twaweza, said: “Ugandans often have more than one source of income to ensure they can meet their household needs. Even urban households rely significantly on agriculture for their income and food security, suggesting that urban agriculture is a vital area for support. Cultivation in urban areas can help to increase resilience to shocks for poor households and can help to regulate the supply of food in urban areas.”

Agnes Kirabo the Executive Director Food Rights Alliance said “Agricultural production is the bedrock of people’s livelihoods and survival, in both rural and urban settings. Although the report shows high levels of dependence on agriculture among Ugandans, the sector has not received appropriate consideration in terms of planning, governance and budget allocations.”

“The Covid-19 pandemic” she continued, “is a stark reminder to government to restore the agricultural sector to primacy given its role in macro-economic stability, human security and national stability. Appropriate interventions in planning, financing and governance are required as a matter of urgency.”

For more information: Martha Chemutai, e: mchemutai@twaweza.org | t: 0782 405 210

Notes to Editors

- This brief and the data contained can be accessed at www.twaweza.org / www.twaweza.org/sauti
- Food Rights Alliance is a coalition of civil society organizations and individuals working on food, agriculture and related policies to ensure that the right to adequate food is not violated or even abused. Broadly, FRA undertakes three major activities namely; policy advocacy, knowledge management and capacity development. Food Rights Alliance (Facebook), @FRAUGANDA (Twitter).
- The work of the Food Rights Alliance (FRA) is generously supported by Hivos. Based on a track record of 50 years of partnering with frontrunners in daring, innovative and impactful development programs, Hivos seeks new and creative solutions to persistent global problems; solutions created by people taking their lives into their own hands.
  Twitter: @hivosroea Facebook: Hivos East Africa
- Twaweza works to demonstrate how citizens can come together to collectively address their problems, and make government work better for them; enable citizens’ voices, interests and experiences to be heard and taken seriously in decision-making; promote and protect open civic space which enables citizens to freely assemble or organise, speak and act in Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda. Twaweza Uganda (Facebook), @TwawezaUganda (Twitter), Twaweza East Africa (Instagram).